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Earlier diagnosis of
testicular tumours
Programmes encouraging women to undertake routine breast
self-examination have become an important part of health
education in many countries. Such screening, often coupled
with routine mammography and examination by a physician,
has had some success in the early detection of breast cancer,
mainly in high-risk groups.1 Though much less common, testi-
cular carcinoma is being diagnosed more often.2 It is now
the most common neoplasm in men aged from 20 to 34,3
with an incidence in young men in the American Navy of
about one per 10 000.4 Self-examination of the testis is easily
learnt.5 Benign disease is less of a problem than in the breast,
where nodularity is so common. Treatment of testicular
tumours has improved considerably in the past decade, and
cure seems possible even in patients with disseminated
disease6; but patients presenting with minimal disease have a
greater chance of cure and can be treated with surgery or
radiotherapy rather than the intensive chemotherapy, with- all
its side effects, used for disseminated disease.

Unfortunately, delay is all too common in the diagnosis
of testicular tumours,3 and since these are rapidly progressive
patients often have widely disseminated disease before starting
treatment. Some of this delay may be due to the patient's
reluctance to go to a doctor with a testicular swelling, but
further time is often lost by the primary physician. Many
patients presenting to their general practitioner with a
testicular mass are initially diagnosed as having epididymo-
orchitis and treated with one or two courses of antibiotics
before being referred to a urologist. Patients with painful
scrotal masses may be treated in the same way, with no steps
taken to exclude the possibilities of testicular torsion or a
tumour. In general, doctors are alert to detect breast lumps
that may be malignant and quick to refer such patients (though
most are benign at biopsy); but the rarity of testicular tumours
has given a false sense of confidence, so that most testicular
masses are initially treated as inflammatory.
Programmes of self-examination of the testis, as used in

some American schools and colleges,7 seem unlikely to be
introduced in Britain in the near future, but both the medical
profession and the public need to realise that a testicular mass
is frequently the first sign of a testicular tumour. All patients
with testicular swellings should be seen by a urologist if there
is any suspicion of a tumour. The age range at which this
cancer is common (15-40 years) is fairly narrow, but high-risk
groups who would benefit most from self-examination are
not easily identified. The only clear-cut aetiological factor is
maldescent of the testis. Nowadays this risk may be reduced,
as all boys with a maldescended testis should have a surgical
exploration to identify the undescended testis and bring it into
the scrotum at an early age-in those patients who have
not had such surgery the testis is, of course, not accessible for
examination.

Deaths from testicular cancer are likely to become fewer in
the next few years because of better treatment; but the reduced
death rate could be further improved if all doctors recognised
the need for early referral to a urologist of any patients with a
suspicious testicular swelling.
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Emphysema: beginning of
an understanding
Many cigarette smokers become disabled by shortness of
breath, often from airways obstruction with or without
hypoxaemia due to intrapulmonary shunting. Only a few of
these patients show the fixed, over-inflated thorax and the
avascular chest radiograph that allow a confident clinical
diagnosis of emphysema; most have simply the clinical signs
of airways obstruction and either a normal chest radiograph or
one with increased peripheral markings. Nevertheless, at
necropsy most patients with airways obstruction in the
absence of asthma, bronchiectasis, or cystic fibrosis have the
dilatation of alveolar spaces and destruction of their walls
that is called emphysema, and its extent relates more closely
to their previous disability than do indices of bronchial
disease.12
We badly need some way of detecting early on those

smokers who will develop airways obstruction. If-as seems
very likely-emphysema is an important factor, then better
understanding of its pathogenesis may lead to ways of pre-
dicting which smokers are particularly susceptible to the
harmful effects of tobacco smoke. Unfortunately, clinical
detection of minor degrees of emphysema is extremely
unreliable, so that the best hopes for detecting such people
may be based on biochemical or genetic markers rather than
on yet more elaborate lung function tests.
Two forms of emphysema are commonly recognised by

pathologists. The variety that affects alveoli around the
proximal respiratory bronchioles is usually called centriacinar
from its appearance on a lung slice, and that affecting alveoli
throughout the acinus is usually called panacinar. Though
these two types may coexist, most pathologists agree that one
is not simply a more advanced form of the other. Recent
progress in understanding emphysema has come from two
observations: the predilection of centriacinar emphysema for
the upper parts of the lungs, and the frequency of panacinar
emphysema in the lower lung zones of patients with a
deficiency of alpha1-antitrypsin in their blood. The former
approach has shown that the mechanical stresses to which the
lung is subjected are greatest at the apices of the upper and
lower lobes and that the highest forces acting to expand air-
containing spaces occur at these sites.3 The observation of an
association between emphysema and an inherited deficiency
of the antiproteolytic substance alpha1-antitrypsin4 suggested
that emphysema might result from autodigestion of lung by
the unopposed action of proteolytic enzymes released from
leucocytes and alveolar macrophages. Certainly emphysema
may be produced in animals by intratracheal instillation of
papain, elastase, or leucocyte homogenates-all of which
seem to act by degradation of pulmonary elastic tissue, an
action inhibited by alpha1-antitrypsin.5
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While emphysema occurs in non-smokers it is usually mild,
occurring late in life and almost never being of clinical
importance. Any explanation of the causes of emphysema must
therefore take account of its predilection for smokers. On
lavage the lungs of smokers yield more macrophages and
leucocytes than those of non-smokers. If, as seems likely,
these cells are a source of enzymes that digest elastin,6 then
their death and sequestration in the lungs of smokers may
provide sufficient enzymes to initiate the process; and in
patients homozygous for deficiency of alpha1-antitrypsin the
unopposed action of these enzymes might be enough to cause
emphysema. Nevertheless, this genetic defect is rare, and most
patients with emphysema have normal levels of alphal-
antitrypsin. One suggestion is that large amounts of enzyme
released from leucocytes, as may occur in response to the
toxic effect of cigarette smoke,7 might overcome local con-
centrations of anti-enzyme, even when blood levels of the
latter are normal. Moreover, inherited or acquired deficiencies
of other anti-enzymes, such as alpha2-macroglobulin, alphal-
antichymotrypsin, or anti-elastase, may be important.5 Any
such local abnormality of the balance between elastolytic
enzymes anid their inhibitors might be expected to have its
maximum effect where cells accumulate in the respiratory
bronchioles at the entrance to the acinus and, once the elastic
tissue has been damaged, where the stresses are greatest.
A start has, then, been made to understanding emphysema.

Much of the evidence is incomplete, and some of it is con-
tradictory, but the importance of this work should not be
underestimated-chronic airways obstruction remains one of
the most common causes of disability and death in Britain.
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Delays in care proceedings
A doctor who attends court as a witness only to be sent away
unheard because the proceedings have been adjourned is likely
to be annoyed, and if the experience is repeated his vznoyance
will be intensified. Probably he will be angrier still if he
believes that the delays may be putting his patient at risk-as
may be the case in applications for a child to be taken into
care.
The delays, adjournments, and appeals that have become so

common in care proceedings are therefore much resented by
the paediatricians and other doctors called as witnesses.
On the other hand, the issues may be complex, with the rights
of several individuals seeming to be threatened, as is shown

by the account (p 987) by Dr A C Fairburn and Mr
A W Tredinnick of 160 cases of babies being taken into care
at birth or soon afterwards. At p 1024 our legal correspondent
explains why solicitors often have to ask for adjournments-
and why they sometimes seem to be representing the parents'
interests rather than those ofthe child. As fellow professionals,
doctors should be sympathetic to the dilemma facing lawyers
in these circumstances; even though they may suspect that the
child is silent out of fear or that the parents are lying, they
have to take action on what they are told.
Many of the delays and frustrations could be avoided,

however, by two simple reforms. Firstly, separate legal
representation-and that means separate legal aid-should be
available for the child and the parents in all types of care
proceedings, so that solicitors no longer have any conflict of
interests. Secondly, the process known to lawyers as "dis-
covery" should be adopted to give the solicitors for the parents
advance knowledge of the exact documentary allegations to
be made by the applicants for a care order-and solicitors be
persuaded to set out the grounds for those allegations in
greater detail. These two simple changes, which need no
primary legislation to go through Parliament, simply statutory
instruments, could simplify proceedings, reduce delays, and
gain a better deal for the child.

Isolation of patients with
pulmonary tuberculosis
When all patients with infectious tuberculosis were admitted
into a sanatorium or hospital for many months the policy was
justified on the grounds that hospital treatment gave the
best results; that patients co-operated and could be educated
about the disease better; that drug administration could be
supervised and drug toxicity be more quickly recognised and
treated; and that isolating patients safeguarded their close
contacts and especially their families. Of these reasons, only
the last has survived the test of time. Yet how infectious are
tuberculous patients once they have started chemotherapy?
Toman1 claims that there is no scientific justification, or any

objective -reason, for institutional treatment of patients with
newly diagnosed tuberculosis as a general rule. Nevertheless,
as recently as 1977 many such patients were still admitted to
hospital even in such a technically advanced country as
Scotland, despite its record as a source of some important
policy statements on the management of tuberculosis in the
past-the goal of 100% effectiveness of chemotherapy,2 the
unimportance of rest,3 and the justification for abandoning
prolonged follow-up examination.4 Of 446 patients treated by
chemotherapy for pulmonary tuberculosis, no fewer than
313 (70%0) were admitted to hospital, though in 52 of these
tuberculosis was diagnosed when admission had been arranged
for other conditions.5 The main reasons given were the
severity of the disease (31%)0 the need for investigations
(25%), routine policy (21%) (presumably some of the other
categories also qualified under this heading), and infectivity
(12%). Adverse social circumstances accounted for only 500.

Fears of the infectivity of tuberculosis are based on well-
authenticated examples of widespread transmission from a
single patient-for instance, 139 sailors in a United States
submarine6 and 30 people infected by a grandmother.7 These
were, however, untreated patients, and several studies have
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